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Start of Year Tax Planning
The beginning of a new
tax year is a good time
for savers to think about
tax planning for the year
ahead.
In particular, now is a
good time to think about
investments which
produce regular income.

better by moving them to
get a better rate of return.
Also, consider making
additional payments into
your pension, especially if
you are self-employed.
Anyone can pay into a
stakeholder pension.

Shares ISA.
Premium Bonds and
some National Savings
products are also tax
free.
Capital Gains

Conventional tax wisdom
is not to make use of the
Inheritance Tax (IHT)
tax free gains limit too
If you expect to have a
and Gifts
early in the year. There
lower rate of income tax
As well as small gifts, you
is just a chance that one
next tax year compared
are entitled to give away
of your shareholdings
with this (say because
tax free (for IHT) gifts of
may create an
you are retiring), it might
£3,000 (and larger amounts unavoidable gain, for
be worth moving any
as marriage gifts). Any
example if the company
interest bearing
larger gifts you make will
is taken over.
investments to accounts
be free from IHT provided
which will pay interest
you survive for seven years
after 6 April 2005. This
from the date of the gift.
Tax planning is not
will make the interest
something that can be
payment carry its charge
done on a once and for
to tax when you pay tax
Take Advantage of Tax
all basis. It is important
at a lower rate. Shifting
Free Investments
to keep your
from investments that
arrangements under
pay monthly or quarterly There are several forms of
constant review.
investment which are tax
interest to annual
free. Individual Savings
interest can also reduce
Accounts (ISAs) are the
your tax bill for the
We can help you make
best known. You can put
current year.
sure your financial
£3,000 per annum into a
arrangements suit
Mini Cash ISA or Mini
your current
Stocks and Shares ISA,
Take a good look at the
circumstances.
£1,000 into a Mini
interest rate you are
Insurance ISA and £7,000
earning on your savings
into a Maxi Stocks and
accounts. You may do
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Your Rights to Treatment Abroad
The fact that over one thousand
people recently queued to sign
on for NHS dental treatment,
when a new dentist’s surgery
opened in Scarborough,
illustrates the problem many
people have in getting medical
treatment under the NHS. This
has led some people to take
advantage of new rules allowing
patients who have obtained
‘prior authorisation’ to get
treatment elsewhere in the EU.
In a recent case, a Mrs Watts
sued Bedford Primary Care Trust
(BPCT) for the cost of a hip
replacement operation. Mrs
Watts was 72 years old and had
been in considerable pain for
some time. BPCT took the view
that the case was non-urgent
and that there was no ‘undue
delay’ in timetabling her for
inpatient access within 12
months. Mrs Watts saw a doctor
in France who recommended, on
clinical grounds, that she should

be operated on within three
months of her consultation.
Mrs Watts was reclassified, by
BCPT, as a ‘soon’ case and was
scheduled to have her
operation in April or May 2003.
In spite of this, she went
ahead and had her operation in
France in early March. When
she applied to recover the cost
of the operation from BPCT,
they refused.
The court refused to order
BCPT to reimburse Mrs Watts.
Whilst she would have had the
right to seek prior
authorisation for treatment
abroad if the operation had
been clinically necessary, this
can be withheld if the
operation can be provided in
the UK without ‘undue delay’.
The court agreed with BCPT
that there had not been an
undue delay in this instance.

The attempt to obtain
reimbursement included a
claim under human rights law,
which was also rejected.
However, the case did raise
issues relating to the
relevance of waiting times,
the amount of reimbursement
which would apply had the
operation been authorised and
who was responsible for
authorising reimbursement.

Clearly, there are issues still
to be resolved as regards the
new treatment rules and
revised guidance is
anticipated in due course.

Tax Return Requirements to be Reduced

The number of people who will
have to complete a Self Assessment Tax Return will fall
following a change of heart by the
Inland Revenue. They have
revealed that under new criteria,
more people will be dealt with
under the PAYE system and will,
in most cases, not be required to
complete a tax return. These
include:
- higher rate taxpayers with
simple affairs;

- people with investment income
below £10,000;
- people with claims for
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professional fees or expenses rolled out nationwide in 2005 for
all taxpayers whose tax affairs
below £2,500;
are sufficiently simple.
- pensioners who have
liabilities which can be
The UK tax and benefits
recovered under PAYE.
system is becoming steadily
more complex and anything
Taxpayers who wish to
which eases the burden on
complete a return can still
the taxpayer is to be
request one.
welcomed. However, having a
simpler administrative
In addition, a four page short burden is not necessarily the
tax return (STR) is due to be same thing as legally
minimising the tax burden
introduced for use by
taxpayers with simple affairs carried, for which
professional advice is
following a successful pilot
indispensable.
scheme involving 50,000
taxpayers. The form will be
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IHT Bites on Gifts with Retention of Use
Inheritance Tax (IHT) law has
always tried to make ‘gifts
with reservation’ (where the
person gifting the asset out of
his or her estate retains an
interest in the asset after the
gift) ineffective, but the law
has never been
comprehensive enough to
ensure that the anti-avoidance
law was one hundred per cent
effective.

where use of them is retained
by the donor. The new tax
regime works similarly to the
benefit in kind rules applicable
when a company allows an
employee the use of a valuable
asset.

The bombshell for those who
have used such schemes in the
past is that the law will apply
for all such assets transferred
into an avoidance scheme from
In the last budget, Chancellor 18 March 1986. No charge to
Gordon Brown came up with a tax will arise where the value
new approach - introducing an of the benefit is below £2,500
income tax charge in cases
per annum.
where valuable assets are
transferred out of an estate
(thus removing them from the People who have used such
estate for IHT purposes) but
schemes will need to look again

at their IHT planning.
If you are considering how
best to deal with your
potential IHT liabilities, or
you would like your existing
IHT planning to be reviewed,
we can advise you.
.

The IHT threshold was
raised from £255,000 to
£263,000 from 6 April
2004.

IHT Transfers - When Are They Made?
One of the rules which the
Inland Revenue applies with
regard to transfers for
Inheritance Tax (IHT)
purposes is that the transfer

is not deemed to be made until
it is received by the recipient.
In the case of a cheque, for
example, it is not the date on
the cheque, or the date it was

paid into the bank, which
counts, but the date on which it
clears the recipient’s account.

Taxes on Trustees Up
The rate of income tax
payable by accumulation and
maintenance trusts and
discretionary trusts has been
increased from 6 April 2004
from 34 per cent to 40 per
cent on income generally and
from 25 per cent to 32.5 per
cent on dividend income.
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From 6 April 2005, a new basic
rate will apply to the first £500
of the income of trusts. Trusts
for the vulnerable will be able to
make use of the beneficiary’s
individual personal tax
allowance and starting and basic
rate bands, rather than
commencing to pay tax at the

trust rate. This latter change is
to be confirmed in 2005 but is
intended to be backdated to 6
April 2004.
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Helping Your Executors
Being an executor is a demanding
job at the best of times and a
task that is made all the more
difficult when the deceased has
not given proper thought to the
problems their executors will face.

unexpected policy or bank
account months down the line;

Here are some of the things you
can do to make sure your
executors are able to administer
your estate as efficiently as
possible:

- Make sure that any ‘free
insurance’ (these are quite
common with some bank
accounts, for example) or similar
offers are retained and not
thrown away;

- Make a list of all your
investments, bank accounts,
premium bonds, insurances and
other assets and keep it in a safe
place. Put a copy with your will.
Even if you subsequently close
one of your accounts or surrender
a policy, it is far easier for your
executors to send a few letters
asking for details of holdings that
no longer exist than it is for them
to deal with the discovery of an
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- Don’t change your address
without telling all concerned;

- Put all the originals of your
important documents in a safe
place - such as a bank safedeposit box - and keep copies in
a single place, where they are
secure, but can be found;
- Consider writing any life
assurances or pension death
benefits ‘in trust’, so that they
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are paid to your beneficiaries
directly, rather than into your
estate. This could lead to
considerable Inheritance Tax
savings and provide useful cash for
beneficiaries at an early stage;
- Register your title to any land you
own at the Land Registry, if you
have not done so already. This may
facilitate a subsequent transfer.
Of course, your will and any powers
of attorney should also be kept in a
secure place where those who need
to find them will be able to do so.
Contact us if you would like
further advice on making a will
or on any aspect of estate
planning.
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